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Inside the Mona Lisa Escorts Sydney Service 
mona-lisa-elite-modelsMona Lisa Models™ is the world's premium high class entertainment company, 
designed to provide a higher level of flirtatious entertainment and professional model courtesan-
escorts to those who demand the best, not just basic, brief escort visits. We are not in business for a 
'fast buck', but rather to forge long term business relations with a clientele of substance and style. And 
we pride ourselves on providing the very best for you, in all areas. Models are limited to a fairly elite 
client list - we are selective, but we do happily cater to quality, refined gentlemen who behave as 
such. 
 
Established in 1991, Mona Lisa Models™ (often known as Mona Lisa Escorts, or Monalisa agency), was 
first created and operated in Europe (Italy), and was bought to Sydney Australia to expand the 
company in 1995. Subsequently, due to increasing demand for the high quality we aim to provide, it 
was eventually necessary to open international offices. Originally, Mona Lisa Models™ was only 
known among those who knew the right people, providing courtesan-escort companionship and social 
escort services. Word of mouth and recommendations among high society was the only advertising 
done, in deference to the discretion of our exclusive clientele. Of course once the website was 
created, the name of Mona Lisa Models™ was quickly spread worldwide. Although we are now very 
well known, we still guarantee the highest levels of privacy and discretion as we have always 
maintained, in addition to superb company. 
 
Mona Lisa Models™ has always been regarded as highly exclusive, and when you spend time with a 
Mona Lisa Models™ courtesan, you can expect to enjoy the fine reputation we are renowned for, 
encompassing sublime experiences and superb discretion - in a word, quality. We offer a 100% 
guarantee of quality, and encourage feedback from our clientele to ensure our standards are 
maintained and our accepted clients are delighted every time. We strive for 'exceptional', not just 
great. Book your personal entertainment here, and make your evening or weekend one that you will 
never forget. We'll make you very glad you did, you'll see the difference. 
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What is a 'Courtesan' exactly? - Read More here.. 
 
Reassuringly, Mona Lisa Models™ does not jump on the back of any public issue for cheap publicity - a 
deep commitment to discretion and confidentiality forever, is what keeps the top clientele and top 
models with us.. 
 
Our models do not rush in and out, or behave with the nonchalant attitude some other high priced 
model-escorts do. Mona Lisa Models™ staff strive to be first class courtesan-escorts in every way. (for 
information on the difference between elite quality courtesan companions and general high class 
escorts, click here.) 
 
mlm-model-blondWe encourage the high end courtesan situation as a professional career, albeit 
short-lived. In fact, for most of our Sydney escort models and international girls, this is a second 
income, and mainly entered into for the pure enjoyment. These models do not sit around 'on shift' 
waiting for last minute calls, but are booked exclusively by appointment; short notice bookings can 
occasionally be arranged, however this is subject to availability and models' schedules. Other models 



 

choose to become full time courtesans, again, for pure enjoyment - of the luxury lifestyle and the 
interesting experiences. This is a different situation, however, to a full time escort, as our models 
meet far fewer gentlemen and operate at a far higher level than a simple sex-escort service. Our 
clientele is not 'paying for sex'. 
 
Our hiring policies are quite strict, (see our employment section), and as such we attract a more 
professional, friendly level of model than do some other companies. Our higher fees also attract a 
higher standard of model, one who is confident she is worthy of a higher fee - without the attitude of 
feeling she is better than others! And we guarantee this is an experience very different to the average. 
With an added personal touch, attention to detail is our hallmark, and we know our 85 - 90% return 
client rates, and the quality of our clientele, speak for themselves. 
 
Whilst we do tutor our models in service, we do NOT tutor them in personality; they are encouraged 
to be themselves, at their very best. We provide support and encouragement to bring out their 
natural warmth and passion for life, coupled with talented, superb entertainment - our experiences 
are NOT mechanical, cold or over-structured, and certainly not 'basic', as verified by our enormous 
return clientele. 
 
high-class-model-sydneyOur exclusive, high class model escorts and elite courtesans are of the highest 
standard in physique (fitness), beauty, attitude and erotic professionalism. They are fully tutored in 
high class courtesan entertainment, and can provide a heightened erotic experience. Whether a 
healing, sensual Tantric experience, or a passionate, erotic girlfriend experience, the models are 
confident and vital, whilst being encouraged to retain their natural passion, femininity and their own 
personality. As opposed to just pretty company and fairly average 'service' you might experience 
elsewhere. Our models can provide for many different requirements, including local city tour guiding 
(international), hostessing at a social function, escorting you to social events, erotic massage and 
relaxing sensual massage, administration and personal assistant or concierge services, social 
companionship and dynamic, erotic entertainment. The erotic entertainment can include performing 
sensational choreographed shows for you, and other sensual entertainments, (more detailed service 
info here) ... making sure your evening is very memorable, exciting and fulfilling. Reservations are 
recommended, as entertainment on this level is in high demand. 
 
While most agencies hire ladies indiscriminately, Mona Lisa Models™ selects only models in line with 
our standards, outlined further down the page. The difference in fee pertains to a model's education, 
sophistication, glamour, fitness, confidence levels, life experience, technique, career status, etc etc. 
Many things are taken into consideration before a model's final fee is decided. The new model will 
spend the first few weeks on a preliminary trial, where her standards are assessed by feedback from 
regular clientele and management's overall impression of her. 
 
When we are appraising a model, we look for unpretentious confidence, pride in her appearance, and 
a certain 'something special' about her. Even when a model is deemed suitable to represent Mona Lisa 
Models™, she must be fully tutored to understand her courtesan-escort position, and to excel in all 
areas, such as Presentation, Attire, Composure, Appreciation of all the Arts, and Fine Dining, as well as 
thoroughly trained in Pleasure & Entertainment techniques. NOT part of our collection are indifferent, 
uninterested models, uneducated models with bad attitudes, and models who talk only about 
themselves. We strive to maintain the highest of standards, with a selection process that includes as 
follows: 
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PERSONALITY 
Initially, an elite courtesan-escort's quality is that she is more beautiful inside than she is out, 
regardless of her exceptional beauty. 
EVERY MODEL IS HER OWN PERSON - WE DO NOT TRY TO CREATE CLONES OR CARBON COPIES. 
However: 
Models not in a sociable mood are not welcome to work, and regular holidays are encouraged. We 
strive to avoid models with 'attitudes' and emotional hang-ups about men and intimacy. We pride 
ourselves on providing quality models and experiences, therefore a warm, compassionate, attentive 
instinct is important in our models. We encourage them to behave more like a new girlfriend than a 
paid companion. She should be adventurous, very bright, enjoy her position in life, and be a great 
pleasure to be around. Not every model will be excellent in every area, but each will excel in most 
areas with experience and our advanced teachings. Our models do not rush in & out, or behave with 
the nonchalant attitude that some other high priced ladies do. These are first class geisha-escorts in 
every way. By giving genuine attention, compliments and affection, making you feel good about 
yourself, and discreetly helping you to relax and unwind, she personifies the perfect elite companion 
for the distinguished gentleman or couple - reminding you of the true meaning of 'high class'. 
 
 
BEAUTIFUL LOOKS & PRESENTATION 
elite-model-SydneyNaturally attractive, glowing models are highly preferable to overly made-up 
dollies. We provide a hair and makeup artist, but our models are also tutored in skin care, makeup and 
health issues, and encouraged to cultivate healthy, natural beauty from the inside out. She must be 
able to maintain her look without assistance when necessary! All models have full medical tests every 
3 weeks to ensure their optimum health and hygiene. Models have a basic dress code they must 
adhere to, including French designer corsetry lingerie, discreetly soled high heels, and a designer label 
corporate suit or designer evening wear. However, being beautiful is simply not enough. As they say: 
'Beauty is only skin deep...' 
 
 
EDUCATION AND WELL-SPOKEN ENGLISH 
Although 90% of the models in our collection are Caucasian, (Australian, American, Canadian or British 
born and educated,) other nationalities are often popular, and our multinational models must speak 
perfect English. Models must be able to maintain intelligent communication with elite clientele, and 
converse perfectly with a beautiful accent, thus providing true discretion in social situations, and 
genuine high class company. 
 
 
FIT, TONED BODIES 
Courtesan escort models at Mona Lisa Models™ are encouraged to work out, eat well and generally 
look after themselves. Physical fitness is of paramount importance when providing a professional 
entertainment service. We certainly do not promote drug addicted prima-donnas like some agencies 
do, and we frown upon illegal substances being offered to our wholesome young ladies. Please refrain 
from doing so. 
 
 
GOOD UPBRINGING 
Sydney-model-companionThere are several pre-conceived ideas in society today, that escort models 
are poor little un-educated things who cannot do anything else, or models from dysfunctional 
backgrounds, who turn to escort work in a vain attempt to feel needed and appreciated. Inevitably, 
ladies like that do exist, (unfortunately) however it is a very generalized view. In any case, these types 
of ladies would not survive here. Mona Lisa Models™ representatives must be strong-minded, yet 



 

feminine, integrity filled and honest. They are trained in polite assertion. They must be versatile 
enough to feel at ease with both high society company in 5 star surroundings, as well as in the comfort 
of clients' holiday locations. As such, most of the models are from upper-middle class or above 
lifestyles. Well educated, stylish, and level-headed. Models must be able to calmly cope in awkward 
situations. Rather than embarrassing anyone, she must maintain a sense of graceful composure and 
social competence, once again providing complete discretion. 
 
 
SENSUAL ABILITIES 
Mona Lisa Models™ Management look for models who are obviously comfortable with their bodies, 
confident without being cocky, and instinctively sensual. Although not the only part of our service, 
personal attention can play an integral role. Girls who want to be in and out in 20 minutes, their only 
experience being in brothel incall parlours and unmonitored sex-agencies, are never successful here. 
Models wishing to enhance their lives, bring pure light and pleasure to their clientele, and are willing 
to learn an art, are always welcome at Mona Lisa Models™. All models have some experience in 
spending time with a man, in varying degrees, but quantity does not equal quality. However once we 
take her natural skills and elaborate on them with knowledge of the male being, and techniques in 
controlling the body's pleasure responses, her subsequent experience completes the perfect 
companion: A model who will kiss you, show genuine affection, connect with you on a deeper level, 
and create captivating memories throughout the entire appointment. The main emphasis within the 
Mona Lisa Models™ experience is on exciting entertainment and sensual eroticism. 
Viewing of our Gentleman's Guide will give you an idea of what is appropriate behaviour with any of 
your dates, if you are new to spending time with elite ladies. 
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~THE MONA LISA~ 
The most famous painting in the world is undoubtedly 
Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa,(also known as "La Gioconda." ) 
 
 
The picture was purchased by French King Francis I and was placed in the Louvre museum in Paris. 
Now it is behind thick glass to protect it from vandalism. Applying paint in thin layers that almost 
make the painting glow, Leonardo somehow captured the character of his subject, Lisa del Giocondo, 
the wife of a Florentine businessman. Her smile is the most intriguing part of the painting. It is one of 
the only smiles in the history of art to be described as "mysterious." 
 
Is it a fleeting smile captured by the artist, or a knowing, timeless, symbolic smile? And the haunting, 
subtle smile is not something that Da Vinci accidentally captured on his canvas. He wanted it there. 
And to make sure it wouldn't fade, he had beautiful music played during the sittings. 
 
There is a historical but hazy rumour that this lady was a very highly sought after courtesan to wealthy 
gentlemen; In older times, a courtesan was a rather distinguished socialite, spending time with and 
being kept by high profile individuals. Because of this rumour, some believe that her smile conceals a 
lot more knowledge and secrets than anyone can read at face value. Who knows? Perhaps that is why 
she has an eternal smile on her face...  


